Abstract

If the term “translation process” makes we consider of dictionaries, grammar rules, and debates about linguistic details, we’re absolutely not alone. However, the translation process does not begin or end with transferring information from one language into another. In developing countries like Asian country and India where English is mainly half-hour recognize there automatic computational linguistics systems in education, analysis and industrial activities of very necessary role. Asian country has state a large assembly in Hindi is that the language you speak and in a very range of areas it works in all types of study and official. These days many on-line translator technologies use fully different computational linguistics approach. Like every translation approaches fully different characteristics, the result of the explanation would take issue. The purpose of this study is to create understanding about the different performance of the two online translation services due to the same actions they have. The experiment designed is meant show how the two online translation services have its have advantages and drawbacks which can affect their performance.
A Result Analysis of Translation Techniques of English to Hindi Online Translation Systems
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